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READ Expansion
Launch of HYD F RSC skill centre of READ India under AMAZON Cares in Hyderabad
On 11th September 2018 HYD
F RSC skill centre of READ India
was launched in Chitkul village of
Hyderabad under Amazon Cares.

The launch was conducted in the
presence of the Amazon leadership
team including Mr. Hemant, Mr.
Shashank, Ms. Manisha and Mr.
Leo. Dr. Geeta Malhotra (Country
Director, READ India) and the staff
of READ India were present for the
inauguration of the new centre.  
HYD F RSC centre is located in
3 villages- Chitkul, Ganapati
Gudem, Bachuguda with the
main office in Chitkul. The centre
comprises of a well-equipped
library encouraging the people of
the community towards reading
and writing and enhancing their
knowledge.

Training is provided for stitching
and sewing to the women of all the
3 villages focussed in empowering
which further gives them a way to
earn a livelihood.

Centre Opening at Chitkul

Centre Opening at Ganapathigudam

Centre Opening at Bachuguda

education
International Literacy Day
International literacy day was celebrated on 9th September
2018 at the READ India centre under International Flavours and
Fragrances (IFF) in Chennai. This time the focus was on making

the adults aware about the importance of education and also
creating awareness about the international literacy day. Seven
working women were mobilised registered in the Adult Literacy
Program under TCS  and were provided with Alphabet practicing
book and slates.

ENVIRONMENT
Awareness Session on Waste Management
An awareness session on waste – management was conducted at the READ India centres under Amazon Cares at Taoru, Manesar and
Sonipat for the beneficiaries as a part of the volunteering opportunities. The session aimed to teach the beneficiaries about different ways
to manage waste: RECYCLE, REUSE, REDUCE. They were taught the importance of three R’s and why managing waste in a proper manner
is of great importance.    

health
World Alzheimer’s Day
Alzheimer disease is one of the deadliest diseases which target the
people above the age of 55. It symptoms are short memory loss,
mood swings, confusion, etc., It is caused due to damage in the
neurons in brain. The disease can be cure but by proper medication
its severance can be reduced. Understanding the importance

of the day, READ India centre under International Flavours and
Fragrances organised an awareness session in ‘Sahaya Illam’,  
which is one of the old age homes in Chennai, where 16 elderly
women were living and who are above the age of 60. The session
started with an introduction to the disease and slowly covered the
cause, symptoms, preventing tips and so on. The participants one

by one were asked to share their memorable moments to enhance
their memory power. This interaction gave the elderly to express
their feelings in the form of memories which helped them feel
more relaxed.

Health camp in the community of Karmad,
Maharashtra

Anemia is caused by iron deficiency and other reasons   which
can be identified through the blood tests, to make people more

aware about it, Health camps were organised at the READ India
centre under Perkins in Karmad, Maharashtra for women and
adolescents to see the haemoglobin level in adolescents and
women. Along with the centre the camp was also organised at the
government schools of Gadejalgoan and Dudhad.

The objective of the camps were to create awareness among
women and adolescents about Anemia and the importance of
iron and ways to improve Haemoglobin, they were also suggested
about the locally available food rich in iron.   

INFORMATION COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
Training on Information Communication Technology at READ India Centres under Amazon Cares
Information
Communication
Technology plays an important
role in the world as we are in the
era of information due to which it
is important for the people to learn
different aspects of technology, C

atering to this need of technology
training
on
Information
Communication Technology (ICT)
was provided at READ India
centres under Amazon Cares at
Taoru, Manesar and Sonipat. After
undergoing this training of ICT, the
youth can become independent
and can have an alternative for
earning.

They can establish their own
enterprises like publishing houses,
they can do Photoshop and video
shooting in various events. If taken
further the beneficiaries can work
as CPT operator.   The life skills
trainings develops the overall
personality of an individual, gives
them confidence and they become
self –aware.

Highlights
Celebrating 5 years of Indian Public Library
Movement
On 28th September 2018 the completion of 5 years of Indian
Public Library Movement was celebrated at India International

were from all the libraries of READ India at Mandir Marg, Kaka
Nagar, District Library Gurgaon, Laxmi Bai Nagar and READ India
Centre at Wazirabad were invited for this event. The participation
of the beneficiaries in this event gave them a good exposure and
boosted their confidence.   

Training of Trainers – New Phase of Accenture

The training of trainers were conducted in two sessions, session 1
was conducted on 17th and 18th September 2018 which included

centre. NASSCOM as one of the partners of IPLM invited the
beneficiaries of TeG (Technology Empowering Girls) for the event
to encourage and motivate the students. The TeG beneficiaries

orientation on skills to succeed Programme 2018-19, introductory
session on module of Marketing and Networking, Discussion on
benefits and challenges for having string networking/partnerships
. The participating trainers were from Rampur, Chhainsa, Jhajjar
and READ India Model center Dwarka. Session 2 was conducted on
24th and 25th September which included modules on Marketing
skills and sales which was taken by Expert Resource Person Mr.
Rakesh Sahni. The participating trainers were from Jaffrabad,
Wazirabad, Baran (Kelwada), Geejgarh ( Rajasthan) and Noida.  

action to be safe and secure while we travel. Keeping the
importance of awareness on Road Safety in mind an awareness
session was conducted at Hyderabad by Mr. Amar from Amazon FC
and at Nihalgarh Government School, Taoru by the Volunteers Mr.
Abhijeet, Mr. Nishant and Ms. Swati from Amazon FC . The session
covered Basic Road Rules, General Traffic Signals, and Rules to
ensure safety for kids. This session proved to be very informative
and created a certain amount of awareness for the students and
teachers present for the session.

Education on Road Safety can encourage us to take necessary

Volunteering opportunities are conducted every month at READ
India centres under  Amazon
Cares setting a platform
for the direct interaction
of the volunteers from the
Amazon FC’s to interact
with the beneficiaries and
conduct various informative
and interactive sessions.
A volunteering event was
organised on the theme
Career Guidance in which
the students were guided
about the existing streams
like science, commerce and
Humanities or Arts. They
were also told about the
career options available for
them after each stream they
take up according to their
interests. Students were also
given information about the
government entrance tests.    

Session on Road Safety at READ India centres under
Amazon Cares

Volunteering opportunity conducted at READ India
Centres under Amazon Cares

read impact
Success Story
RUKSANA
She is Rukhsana from Jafarabad. She belongs to a middle class
family. She never got a chance to go to school because of her family
conditions. She was raised in a culture in which her parents didn’t
allow her to go to school but she always wanted to go to school and
study. She always lacked confidence and hesitated in speaking with
the others. She got to know about the TCS Adult Literacy Program
from one of the Instructors and that this program is teaching Urdu
as well. Rukhsana always wanted to learn Urdu and to write her
signature in Urdu.

After Completing the Adult Literacy Program, she feels that she
has made some productive changes in her life like, Increase in
confidence, public speaking has improved. Earlier when she used
to go to the parent teacher meeting of her children she hesitated in
talking with the teacher but now she feels more comfortable while
talking to the teacher. Now, she can sign her signature and tries to
help her children with their homework as well. She has also been
trying to teach her children Urdu language.

She believes that she can be an instructor of Urdu language that is
why she wants to learn more so that she can teach other women.
She is really very thankful to READ India and TCS for giving her this
opportunity.
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